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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2164-He hastily chose yes. 

One hundred lavish points disappeared. 

Then, his Cloning reached level 4. 

The number of clones he could produce also increased from three to nine. 

With David’s current partial Primordial Deity Rank combat power and his nine clones, it 
would be as if he had the combat power of ten partial Primordial Deities. 

Not everyone could cross this kind of power, not even if they were in Leila. 

David had stepped into the ranks of the powerhouses. 

And how long did it take? 

What kind of terrifying enemy the Feather family would face after three hundred years? 
Only then would they know. 

After all of this was done, David could finally relax for the time being and let out a sigh of 
relief. 

There were 520 lavish points left. 

He needed at least 1000 lavish now to either upgrade his Body or Mind or increase the 
level of his Cloning. 

At this point, David could just be idle. 

If he continued to stay in Star Kingdom, no one could do anything to him. 

Primordial Deities were invincible in Leila, and they would never come to a place as 
small as Star Kingdom. 

However, David liked to plan so he could not remain idle. 

This was unless he could reach his own limit or upgrade the system to its maximum. If 
that happened, he would have no choice but to remain idle. 

After breaking through to partial Primordial Deity Rank, David went to The Spirit Cage 
through the system. 

He had already told Celia and others that he needed to live in seclusion for a while. 



Meanwhile, everyone was working hard to improve themselves, so it would not be 
necessary for David to disturb them for the time being. 

The next day, when Beanie saw David again, she felt like something changed with him. 

However, she could not put a finger on what it was. 

In short, her woman’s intuition told her that David was not the same as he was 
yesterday. 

His mind power had risen from Sacred level 10 to Pre-Deity level 10, and David’s 
strength in The Spirit Cage also made a qualitative leap. 

That was why Beanie felt that way. 

“Morning, Master David!” Beanie said respectfully. 

“Morning, Ms. Nacht!” David replied politely. 

I didn’t see you for one night and you’ve become so radiant, Master David.” 

“Ms. Nacht, you’re too kind.” 

After a few polite exchanges, the two left the inn together to find a buyer for the Silver 
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Meanwhile, David was going to do some shopping. 

It would be best to spend another 100 to 200 billion L Dollars. 

After asking some locals, the two came to the largest trading street in Sole. 

A large number of treasures were traded here every day. 

The Silver Flood Dragon, which was actually worth more than 10 billion L Dollars, was a 
rare item in Nightingale City, but in Sole, it was only average. 

It was not even a treasure of the highest quality, let alone a first-rate one. 

After they entered the trading street, David felt like he had entered a market on Earth. 

Many merchants were selling their things along the street. Their bluffing skills were like 
none other. 

David and Beanie kept venturing further and further inside. 



According to the news they got, the more common items were sold outside, and the 
truly precious treasures were all traded in the depths of the trading street. 

As they ventured deeper, they saw fewer and fewer people on the streets. Soon, the 
once lively street became quieter 

 


